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Highlights

	•We constructed a novel MRI model for predicting placenta accreta spectrum (PAS), which requires only evaluating two MRI signs.

	•A total of 155 pregnant women delivered by cesarean section (93 without PAS and 62 with PAS) were collected, and a training set (104 cases) and an internal validation set (51 cases) were established.

	•When we evaluated MRI signs, we used scoring methods to reduce subjectivity.




Abstract
Objective To develop and evaluate a diagnostic model based on MRI signs for predicting placenta accreta spectrum.
Materials and Methods A total of 155 pregnant women were included in this study, randomly divided into 104 cases in the training set and 51 cases in the validation set. There were 93 Non-PAS cases, and 62 cases in the PAS group. The training set included 62 Non-PAS cases and 42 PAS cases. Clinical factors and MRI signs were collected for univariate analysis. Then, binary logistic regression analysis was used to develop independent diagnostic models with clinical relevant risk factors or MRI signs, as well as those combining clinical risk factors and MRI signs. The ROC curve analysis was used to evaluate the diagnostic performance of each diagnostic model. Finally, the validation was performed with the validation set.
Results In the training set, four clinical factors (gestity, parity, uterine surgery history, placental position) and 11 MRI features (T2-dark bands, placental bulge, T2 hypointense interface loss, myometrial thinning, bladder wall interruption, focal exophytic mass, abnormal placental bed vascularization, placental heterogeneity, asymmetric placental thickening/shape, placental ischemic infarction, abnormal intraplacental vascularity) were considered as risk factors for PAS. The AUC of the clinical diagnostic model, MRI diagnostic model, and clinical + MRI model of PAS were 0.779, 0.854, and 0.874, respectively. In the validation set, the AUC of the clinical diagnostic model, MRI diagnostic model, and clinical + MRI model of PAS were 0.655, 0.728, and 0.735, respectively.
Conclusion Diagnosis model based on MRI features in this study can well predict placenta accreta spectrum.
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